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Bias variance decomposition changes with increasing training
set size

The decomposition tends to be sensitive to the particular
randomization of the data set

It is important for a bias variance decomposition to show low
variability of the estimates, since it impacts conclusions drawn
from them

Recommendation of a sound way to perform bias variance
decompositions that minimizes variability of the bias and
variance estimates
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about Bias Variance Decomposition

A data source is a provider of training sets.
The training sets obtained from the data source are used to
train a learning algorithm. The thus leaned models are applied
on a test set. The bias and variance are then estimated for
each instance in the test set and for 0-1 loss the bias and
variance are calculated from the number of incorrect learners
for the instance.

Experimental methodology from the literature
Kong and Dietterich use a synthetic data source for 200 data
sets of 200 in- stances and a test set of 7670 instances were
drawn for direct estimates of bias and variance.
Valentini and Dietterich use synthetic data sources to
generate 100 training sets of 200 and 400 instances and a test
set of 10.000 instances. Also, real data was split into data
source and test set where 200 data sets of 100 instances are
drawn with replacement from the data source.
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about Bias Variance Decomposition

It appears that every researcher uses her own favorite method
for doing bias variance measurement experiments,so the
following concrete problems can be identified

Gold standard Synthetic data sources can be created so that
beforehand the systematic error (noise, Bayesian rate) can be
determined

Empirical standard No generally accepted protocol exists for
measuring bias and variance for a given data set

Desiderata Most articles do not explicitly list the properties
of a bias variance estimator that are desirable.In this article,
we concentrate on the following criteria:
Unbiased estimates
Stability/Replicability
Efficiency
Data source control
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impact on the stability of Bias Variance Decompositions

Number of samples drawn from a datasource
Decompositions using less than 200 samples result in highly
unstable estimates.

Learning algorithm Unstable algorithm like C4.5 can result
in twice the vari- ability of a decomposition as stable
algorithms like naive Bayes. Increasing the number of samples
can reduce this effect somewhat.

Test set sizes under 2000 result in highly variable
decompositions are not recommended. Test set sizes of 10.000
and over do not seem to reduce variability any more. So, as a
rule, the larger the test set size the lower the variability.

Sampling algorithm Cross validation gives the least variable
estimates.

The data source has a small effect on the variability, but no
pattern could be found to determine when it can be justified
to use fewer samples.
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